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Abstract. This research highlights the retro or repetition, which is a variety of definitions both
as part of the past as well as as a creative turmoil that re-application in this post-modernity era.
With a comparative descriptive method, the goal to be achieved in this study is to examine retrostyle furniture.. It is a form of appreciation to the designers as a form of appreciation in the work
of retro-styled furniture that has been born in the era. Where retro is a concept that has ever been
popular in the past especially that developed between the years 1930 to around 1970. The
characteristic of retro-styled interior design is its attractive nature. The expected outcome of this
research study is beneficial to the world of education and society generally in understanding retro
furniture. Retro Furniture that has been understood as a concept of antiquity. But in fact, retrostyle furniture is not only to be nostalgic but can restore a work that is alive, soulful and highvalue.
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Introduction
Like the habit of fashion trends, buildings and others, in the interior design have a
rotation style too. Similarly, the style of retro-style furniture is returning to the choice to
decorate various rooms. What is retro furniture like? Retro furniture is furniture that is
commonly encountered in the post-modern period. Even this furniture is often called furniture
of old times. Retro Furniture can give the room another nuance because it gives the joy and
beauty of its own. Especially for furniture that has its own historical value for the owner, it will
be very special. At the start of this study around October 2016, which has in my mind are all
things smelling retro to be a trend and lifestyle. In the interior of the world, retro furniture bias
becomes a certain breath for the room and gives its own value in an aesthetically pleasing sense.
In addition to being retro, of course, the furniture must be interesting, it also works well and
effectively. Here are some of the exhibitions that are references and assumptions as follows:
1. Furniture Exhibition in Milan Italy
Referring to the Italian Furniture exhibition in Milan which is free and in the
predictions of various interior designers of the world as the benchmark of Trend design
Furniture 2016 that the Modern design Furniture Retro or vintage will soon become a Trend
Centre design Furniture this year. Furniture inspired by retro-style, especially in the 1950s1970s predicted to return to a trend in the year 2017, this is evident in the interior design exhibits
in Milan, retro furniture proves to be a favorite of the visitors.
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2. International Furniture Exhibition in China
It seems that the modern style that is based on European culture and classic traditional
style of Asia gives mutual influence to the development of world furniture design. Its essence,
modern Universal style (Modern Bauhaus style) and Modern Retro style have dominated the
style of furniture at the 20th China International Furniture Expo 2016 event.
3. Furniture Design Trend 2016
Domination will be Vintage or Retro Modern Furniture products almost evenly on the
exhibition furniture held in the country. The longing for the history of the past resulted in an
inspiration connected with elements element of historical value attached to the Furniture old
age.
4. 19th Indonesia Furniture Show 2016 exhibition in Hall A-B JCC Jakarta Welcome
to IFS 2015 and Indonesia Furniture EXPO (IFEX) Date: 11 – 14 March 2016 venue: JIExpo
Kemayoran Jakarta.
5. Singapore Furniture Label Da Vinci again held a solo exhibition. The exhibition is
held in the form of Furniture Expo in Jakarta Convention Center (JCC) is one form of Da Vinci's
existence in Indonesia.
The theme and style of retro-styled furniture will re-remember something past memory
into the present/current by viewing or using the furniture and basically, the interior is designed
to suit the needs and tastes of each Space users. Although very diverse in each individual, there
are many similarities that are plural about interior design. This research is important to
implement because the interior design with certain themes/retro correlates with space users.
Interior design includes knowledge of how to decorate and organize objects indoors. Ranging
from wall selection, wall color, furniture, and other complementary accessories such as lamps,
ornaments, displays, and so on. The research combines field observations and literature studies.
With this comparative descriptive method, data collection is done by collecting related
documents and abstracting them from any field data and other documents, elements that we
consider important or relevant to classify findings with Other elements deemed to be related.
The Data obtained is then described descriptively using the methods and theories referenced in
this study.
Library overview
Definition Furniture
Furniture comes from English which is interpreted to the Indonesian language has the
meaning of furniture, which has the necessary definition of furniture, useful, or liked, such as
goods or objects that can be moved, used to equip the house, Offices, and so on.
(id.wikipedia.org)
Furniture According to Wikipedia is a home fixture that includes all items such as
chairs, tables, and cabinets. Furniture comes from the word movable, which means it can move.
In ancient times tables of chairs and cabinets were relatively easily driven from large rocks,
walls, and roofs. While the word furniture comes from French furniture (1520-30 AD).
(indoarchitect.wordpress.com)
Classification Furniture
a) Knockdown furniture is a construction in the furniture products that are in the
manufacture using a freelance or loading plug system. Or how to put it, the furniture knockdown
can be interpreted as furniture that can be 2 unloaded pairs (dismantled and re-assembled). So,
the strength of the knockdown furniture is largely derived from bolts or screws that are used to
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attach components between parts, because in this construction does not use glue at all on the
connection between its components.
b) Multifunction Furniture
Multifunctional Furniture has more than 1 function in one object. This type of
Furniture is suitable for a tight room such as a studio apartment type.
An example is a couch that can become a bed
c) Loose Furniture is a very common type of furniture, this furniture has many types
of shapes and can be moved easily.
d) Indoor furniture is all kinds of furniture that can only be used in the room, such as
sofas. This type of furniture usually has no finishing that is resistant to hot weather/rain.
e) Outdoor Furniture is a type of furniture that can be used outdoors, usually made
from a material that is heat resistant and rain. This furniture also has heat-resistant, water, and
moist finishing.
f) Built-in furniture is a type of furniture that is tailor-made in certain areas so that its
size is precise and cannot be moveable. This type of furniture is widely used in order to use the
area with maximum and can be made as we want.
g) Recycled Material furniture is a kind of furniture that uses used materials/Recycled
material as a raw material.
Understanding Retro Furniture
Furniture or furniture is a home fixture that includes all items such as chairs, tables,
and cabinets. Furniture comes from the word movable, which means it can move. In ancient
times tables of chairs and cabinets were relatively easily driven from large rocks, walls, and
roofs. While the word furniture comes from French furniture (1520-30 AD). Retro-style
furniture is an item of furniture that features style in decades between the 1950s and early 1970s.
This style actually spans several decades of style, and the term itself is used to describe virtually
every interior decorating theme that is influenced by trends and styles from the past. So this
definition in general means that almost any era can be considered "retro" depicting decorations
from the 1950-an, the 60s and 70 's.
1. Local Retro Design
The characteristic of retro furniture models adapted from vintage Furniture Model
Classic & reproduced without reducing its artistic value
-Ethnic accent: A warm, rustic accent with all its traditional properties forming Ethnic
accents. Respect for the environment is clearly defined with a few pieces of historical value
contained in the connected furniture forming a new interior.
-The nostalgia of the past: definition of a retro furniture form in past memories. Of
course, the furniture in every house differs depending on the taste of the connoisseurs.
That makes you remember into the past and nostalgic with the history of a beautiful
past memorable memories.
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Figure 1 Chair and Table Retro
Source: (www//http. Local design Retro)
2. Retro Concept
a. Color
- Color options on retro design usually fall on bright and vivid colors, such as sea green,
pink,
red
cherry,
yellow
butter,
brown,
Orange
and
others.
(Source: http://www.inirumahkita.com | Retrieved 09.10, Tuesday, 11 October 2016)
- The combination of paint color according to Mas Yanto, the combination of light color,
striking and full of energy to be one of the features of retro style design. (Source:
http://www.gambarrumahminimalis.net|
- According to Santi Widhiasih in Rumah Tabloid, the use of bold colors, such as dark
orange, lemon green, red light, and yellow which resembles the color of Mostar is the
application of color in retro style. (Source: http://nasional.kompas.com)
b. Patterns and shapes
- On retro design for motifs usually, like checkered and geometric motifs.
(Source: http://www.inirumahkita.com)
- Retro design is a style that all the arrangement returns to the decorations of the 50-an
era until the 60s. The retro word itself is short for retrospective, namely back to the past.
One of its uses is the use of geometric shapes and cheerful colors with the use of
synthetic materials. (Source: http://rumah-peluangjakarta.blogspot.com)
- The motive that supports the retro style is a monotonous patterned consisting of only a
symmetrical shape but many numbers so that the dominant closes the entire part
regularly. Square and geometric patterns are often used in presenting this retro
atmosphere. (Source: http://bayuarda.blogspot.com)
c. Material
- Material innovations in the industry in 1960 until the 1970 's also encouraged the
creation of new creations in interior elements. Plastics, acrylic, fiberglass, vinyl, and
new technology in plywood processing are utilized in the manufacture of interior
elements, ranging from the finishing of walls, floors, ceilings, to furniture. (Source:
http://nasional.kompas.com)
- Retro design is a style that all the arrangement returns to the decorations of the 50-an
era until the 60s. The retro word itself is short for retrospective, namely back to the past.
One of its uses is the use of geometric shapes and cheerful colors with the use of
synthetic materials. (Source: http://rumah-peluangjakarta.blogspot.com)
- Retro Fifties use furniture made from fiber, Formika, vinyl, rubber foam, melamine, or
plastic. For color, this style uses fuchsia color, red, yellow, orange, become primary
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accentuation color, both for wall, furniture, and upholstery. (Source: http://dekorminimalis.blogspot.com
d. Furniture
- Furniture that can be used to create a retro atmosphere should not always be antiques
from the year 1950-an, but can be obtained also easily like the type of Furniture that is
slim-shaped that has a pattern wallpaper and cloth. Formica-based table as furniture that
originated in the year 1950.
(Source: http://furniture.about.com
From some sources above, furniture that is used to create a retro feel are antiques that originated
from the year 1930-1970-an, furniture that has a pattern of wallpaper and cloth and has a slightly
curved shape to create the impression Classic. So it can be said that the furniture in the form of
simple, functional and aesthetic value and made from synthetic materials will be easier to create
a retro feel. For a fun and enjoyable atmosphere, the retro design is perfect because it features
light, bright and dynamic colors. In order not to be too old age, retro design can be combined
with a minimalist or contemporary design.

Figure 2 Retro Design
Source: (Bestbriogallery. XYZ)
Research objectives and benefits
Research objective cultural representation of the nation can be identified through the theme
aspects and style of furniture space that is part of a much-needed communication form as a
means of identity of the past and present in the world of interior design. Literally, research as
an activity investigation into a problem or fact is done as an attempt to solve the problem.
- The operational objectives in the study are to study and identify the development of the
design flow of retro-style furniture in 2016 that predicted to be the interior trend in the
year 2017.
- The functional purpose is to get the results that can later be utilized or used in making
decisions.
- The purpose of the Individual is to add knowledge, experience, and understanding of
existing information or fact, in this case about the activities of exhibitions outside the
country and within the country relating to retro-style furniture.
Research Benefits
With this research is expected to provide benefits for all parties, including to:
Author
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-

Added knowledge and insight into interior design, especially about retro-style
furniture.
- To add insight to the design review with its theme and style to the development of
furniture style in Indonesia
- To raise awareness on the work of furniture and foster a sense of love towards design
work especially furniture.
Interior Design Study Program, FDSK University of Mercu Buana
- For students, to increase the insight of FDSK UMB interior design students
about the development style furniture design today.
- For lecturers, can expand the reference or material of the next material in conducting
teaching lecture on campus.
Public
- With the results of this research is expected to add insight and information, as well as
add knowledge to the general public about the Desan and style of furniture, and can
foster a sense of love towards the furniture in particular, as well as increase
appreciation for Without ignoring the aesthetic value of the design.
Preliminary study
Trend Shape Interior Furniture Design 2014. Furniture design 2014 is still dominated
by the furniture of homemade from nature and is the result of handicrafts. Such as a seat made
of rattan made by woven method. Furniture with ornament Carving also sure will never be
outdated. Besides, other furniture that uses wood base material also become icon in this
exhibition. Furniture made of wood seems to also remain a competitor for various home
furnishings made from other materials such as metal, aluminum, or iron.
a. Trend Design Form Interior Furniture 2015
The Trend for furniture leads to a minimalist model, it is also supported by the growth
of the property in the country with a minimalist and simple house shape. This can be understood
because some needs of this furniture are adjusted also with the shape of a minimalist and simple
house. Minimalist Furniture is identical to the color game and additional accessories are not
wood, can be with iron, aluminum, glass or plastic. In addition to the addition of accessories
from other materials, minimalist furniture is also identical to the game color combination
attractive and attractive. The use of the main material in minimalist furniture model in the form
of wood or particle board becomes more reduced than the furniture model classic.
b. Trend Design Form Interior Furniture 2016
Furniture with curve/arch/round shape is still a trend in this year 2016. Curved shapes
present different hotel when compared to ordinary or flat shapes. Furniture that economical
place/saving space/multifunctional will be more choice than single functioning furniture.
Utilization on the wall for suppose, filled by the shelf/hanging/minimalism without Sangga
(we've been producing such products 7 years ago).
The next few months we will get to the end of the year 2017 and face a New year that
is 2018. The thing that is very common in every turn of the year is the existence of a change
that becomes a differentiator between the years that have passed with the coming year, including
in the trend of interior design and furniture that also do not want to miss. What is the trend of
furniture in the year 2017 is very much affected from the ideas of merging various styles of
furniture, among them is the merging of Natural wood style with a combination of Modern style
so that it can Defines a very unique look? This trend is an amalgamation of crafts, eco-design,
and technology that combines wood material with other materials so that created new artwork
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furniture that not only carries the function but the aesthetics of this furniture which is the main
force.
In this research, the first step to take is to understand and study first what is retro and
retro furniture, so it will get a clear and vivid understanding of the matter. As we already know
that retro is a short mention of ' retrospective ' which means it is back in the past. Retro brings
the concept of an adult or old era feels back in today's modern time. Furthermore, according to
the Bahasa Indonesia dictionary, you should discover this. Another word according to the KBBI
about retro is that it contains a meaning that moves in the past, but its movements are not other
and not the effort to be more advanced in the future.
From the preliminary study that we do, hopefully, can simplify and clarify the
understanding of retro related furniture design. Preliminary studies that have been conducted
are looking for data literature information on design books, data that is partially obtained,
among others, as follows:

Figure 3 Seats
Source: Dock. Carl Hansen & Søn
One example is this beautiful wooden chair. It was designed by Carl Hansen & Søn for a
furniture company in 1950 and is now re-introduced.

Figure 4 Seats
Source: Dock. The Baxter
Or examples of furniture with graphic characteristics that lead us into the 1960s. The newest
collection of The Baxter gives it a very strong retro feel into the modern design.

Results and discussion
Results
In mid-2016 in the city of Milan, a city that we know is a barometer for fashion and interior
designers, held a furniture exhibition inspired by retro style. An exhibit that proves retro style
is a 60-70s style that is predicted to be a trend and proved to be a favorite for visitors. The
minimalistic and artistic atmosphere brought by various retro-style furniture is very attractive.
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Every year the interior style of the house or apartment residence is always changing, but for this
year 2017 does not seem to undergo a change that is too significant because according to
observations and predictions we will still continue the trend of the year 2016, As for some items
that affect the style include models, patterns, colors and atmosphere. Below we try to discuss it
with experience and information from various sources that we get;
1. Wooden chair designed by Carl Hansen & Søn for a furniture company in 1950, and now reintroduced.

Figure 6 Retro seats
Source: Dock. Carl Hansen & Søn

Figure Retro 7 seat image
Source: Dock. Carl Hansen & Søn
2. At the same time at the beginning of the year 2017 at International Furniture & Craft Fair
Indonesia (IFFINA), Jakarta International Expo and Indonesia Furniture Show held also
exhibits various theme Furniture. As predicted before, it turns out many of the industry
exhibitors furniture participants featuring a variety of furniture, partly vintage style, but that
dominates retro-style furniture. They do not feature modern-style furniture, let alone a
minimalist style that in its appearance does not last long.
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Figure 8 Retro Furniture
Source: Doc Iffina

Figure 9 & 10 Retro Furniture
Source: Doc Iffina

Figure 11 &12 Retro Furniture
Source: Doc Iffina
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3. Some examples of retro furniture design in the residence as follows:

Figure 13 & 14 Retro Furniture-Residential
Source: Dock. Private
Discussion
What's on our minds when we hear the word ' retro '?. Many people think that Retro is
a title for the style or trend of the past that is light and decorative colors. Retro has the meaning
of culture, style, trend, and fashion that is widely derived from the post-modern era because the
modern age is most booming and flourished at that time around the 1950-an. That is what makes
a retro style in 1950-1n widened style Known. Essentially a retro style is a style that became
iconic in the past. So, it doesn't close the possibility that the trend and iconic styles of the era
can be considered retro in the future. The year 2016 has passed and now we are entering a new
year in 2017. Surely for those who like the interior design surely curious about what would be
the interior design trends in this year 2017. Compared to last year, I think there is a significant
difference in interior trends, especially in Indonesia. The concept of retro-styled furniture is still
selected and used as the home and office interior for most urban residents in the year 2017.
According to the User society and Interior industry
Ridwan Sunaryo Personal Blog of Jepara Wood Craftsman and Furniture Supplier
As a carpenter, I have noticed this on the basis of statistical orders from clients. Some
of them tell about their home model which is really nice just still confused in determining
furniture in the interior setting. Some like carved furniture but the house is minimalist, love the
classic furniture with antique paint but the design of the house is modern. Ah, it's so complex?
I don't know, I'm also not an interior designer who likes to theorize it, but rather just a carpenter
who can be feeling based on the field experience only. So based on the things in question that
the client is actually trivial but probably too much-satisfied, I try to give simple tips to determine
what kind of furniture to have.
Furniture that features style in decades between the 1950s and the early 1980s. This
style actually spans several decades of style, and the term itself is used to describe virtually
every interior decorating theme that is influenced by trends and styles from the past. So this
definition in general means that almost any era can be considered "retro" depicting decorations
from the 1950-an, the 60s, and 70s.
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Figure 15 Retro Furniture
Source: Private Dock
Interior Industry
Interior with retro-style looks interesting and impressed unique. This style is fitting for those
who are full of creativity and have high imagination. The retro-design interiors characterize the
open-ended people. In retro style The use of bright colors characterizes. Bright colors like red,
pink, yellow, orange dominate any artwork that is retro-styled. In interior design, retro style is
livened up with the use of decorative forms such as large made geometric shapes or colorful
lined lines. The retro style has its own features that distinguish it from the previous interior
style, or even with the later period. In this review, there will be a source of inspiration in
organizing the interior with a retro spirit, which basically takes the idea of the interior setting
of the 1960-era to 1970 it's

.
Figure 16 Design living room Retro Style Furniture
Source: Dock. Mood Creations
The selection and placement of space accessories, such as lamps, paintings, vases, and photo
frames also provide a cozy atmosphere. For the lamp selection, the molest vintage-style lamps
can be an option to give a dramatic ' impression.
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Figure 17 Retro furniture colors
Source: Dock. Mood Creations
The essence of retro interior design lies in its color. Today, retro design tends to use shocking
colors, such as orange, blue, and red. Or geometric motifs combined with modern design. As a
supporter, the selection/use of wallpapers with motifs more daring.
By Interior actors
Indeed the past is sometimes able to inspire for the present life. Therefore, in the world interior
design, many people who want to pour the past was in the interior design of his home. The
interior design of retro style is an interior design style that reveals and reassociates it with the
style of the past. The word retro is derived from the English word "retrograde" meaning it has
a relation to the past styles.

Figure 18 Retro Furniture Living Room
Source: Dock. InterDesign
Moch Reffrajaya HDII Designer of Design work
The same thing is disclosed Moch Reffrajaya HDII, Designer of Design work.. According to
him, Indonesian society has now begun "saturated " with minimalist style. Therefore, the trend
will be to use between two styles from the past that will be used more often as accents, namely
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retro and vintage. "People have started to combine minimalism with something that can be seen
and more often referred to by the term minimalist with ethnic, " he said.
Retro style can be displayed in the optical form and organic form, as well as colorful in bright
tones. The retro design is a style that all the arrangement went back to the decorations from
1960 to 1970. The retro word itself is short for retrospective, which is "back to the past". Usually
the colors of motifs and retro colors are more captivating and provide comfort. One of the
dominant characteristics of this understanding is the use of synthetic materials accompanied by
a combination of cheerful colors and geometric shapes. "Features more retro furniture using
color options and graphical form with a flat field so it is more cheerful and not flat ".

Figure 19 Retro Style seat pictures
Document: Dock. Creation Atmosphere
Researcher as an interior designer
From several exhibition locations in Jakarta, you can find retro-style furniture that is trending
at the moment. Proven from the number of participants who are passionate about showcasing
retro-inspired work. In the year 2017, more furniture trends led to a mid-century style. What is
mid-century style furniture? Mid-century is a famous medieval furniture style in the years 1950
until the 1970s. Presenting the style of furniture mid century will give the impression of time
memory of Lau but modern or contemporary elements are still visible
The characteristics of furniture mid century are solid furniture with the finishing melamine so
that the wood veins are highlighted. A simple form of furniture mid century makes it very easy
to combine with your old furniture whether vintage, modern or industrial. Preferably for your
living room, dining room and kitchen there is no insulation for the room to impress. Wallpaper
selection should also be considered to be suitable in combination with Mid-century style
interior. Choice of marble or brick motif is also suitable to be not effective monotonous. The
following picture is trend furniture in the year 2017, as follows:
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Figure 20 Furniture Exhibition 2017
Source: Dock. Rumah Dewi Property
There is a continuous red thread between the time span in the development style of the design.
Until now we can still find furniture retro design interesting in those eras that can still be paired
beautifully in public places such as cafes, restaurants, hotels, etc. A unique uniqueness indeed,
when retro furniture is chosen to be the main idea in this study. The essence of retro furniture
as a discourse in this research can not be denied related to the design world. Trend development,
style, and the theme will always give birth to something we will feel. In other words, if work
becomes massive domination and is expected not to forget the essence of the design, as works
that have style and theme.
Thus, research study with the insight related to retro furniture we understand as a creative event
that carries the concept of Jadul, apparently, in fact, retro-style furniture design is not only to
nostalgia But an attempt to return a work that is alive, soulful and of high value. It is a form of
appreciation to designers or artists as a form of appreciation in the work of retro-styled furniture
that has been born on its era.
Retro Furniture in the year 2017 gives space for the 50s that will fill the interior. "Mid-Century
Touch is more referring to the use of plastic on furniture. I think this trend is not only interesting
but also more low budget than minimalist furniture. "
From the item to the interior you choose, adjust it to the proportion of space. Small occupancy
is certainly more practical and low maintenance. First, the selection of furniture size will be
very profitable, with more fitting furniture size of the atmosphere in the home increasingly
comfortable. Secondly, color is very influential in the whole room. To make the look more
spacious, brightly colored wooden furniture and bright lighting are very important. In contrast,
dark brown and black wood will make the house denser. "
The colors of neutral and natural materials will still match the nuances of the year 1950 and
modern because it becomes the basic element of the two streams above. "This is the easiest way
to incorporate Mid Century Modern trends into your home. In 2016, the interior has been uphill,
but this trend will stay with a homey nuance, uniting the entire residence perfectly. "
Trend Furniture in the year 2017
Trend Furniture Every year is always different as well as the interior trend in the year 2017. In
the year 2017, more furniture trends led to a mid-century style. What is mid-century style
furniture? Mid-century is a famous medieval furniture style in the years 1950 until the 1970s.
Presenting the style of furniture mid century will give the impression of time memory of Lau
but modern or contemporary elements are still visible in your home.
The characteristics of furniture mid century are solid furniture with the finishing melamine so
that the wood veins are highlighted. A simple form of furniture mid century makes it very easy
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to combine with your old furniture whether vintage, modern or industrial. Preferably for your
living room, dining room and kitchen there is no insulation for the room to impress. Wallpaper
selection should also be considered to be suitable in combination with Mid-century style
interior. Choice of marble or brick motif is also suitable to be not effective monotonous.

Figure 21 Furniture style year 2017
Source Document Exhibition

Figure 22 Furniture style year 2017
Source Document Exhibition
That's the trend of furniture in the year 2017 that fits in the blend and can be your interior design
inspiration. Also, make sure to arrange your furniture neatly according to your individual tastes.
Conclusions and suggestions
Conclusions
Trend Furniture Every year is always different as well as the interior trend in the year
2017. In the year 2017, the trend of furniture more led towards a mid-century or retro style.
Proved today, the fact of the interior user community, interior industry and interior actors,
related to the exhibition activities and interior design of the house, in general the favored is a
design that uses a concept that develops in From 1930 to 1970. The purpose of using this retrostyle furniture is to give a classic touch to the room or to bring up the memory related to the
styles that developed at that time. Even by some people, this design and style is an embryo of
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the birth of a design that brings out modern and minimalist style. The most prominent character
is its simplistic shape and a larger, more spacious display of space.
Suggestions
Do not be afraid to use old furniture in residential rooms or other spaces, because with
the right placement will produce an attractive appearance and can be enjoyed together. "The
arrangement of medieval furniture with minimalist style design is increasingly in demand
because the emergence of many cafes and restaurants with a thematic ambiance (space) that is
aligned with the retro style, which then became the inspiration of the people Especially the
middle class.
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